As one of the main aims of obstetrics is to be able to detect imminent delivery in patients with threatened preterm labor, the techniques currently used in clinical practice have serious limitations in this respect. The electrohysterogram (EHG) has now emerged as an alternative technique, providing relevant information about labor onset when recorded in controlled checkups without administration of tocolytic drugs. The studies published to date mainly focus on EHG-burst analysis and, to a lesser extent, on whole EHG window analysis. The study described here assessed the ability of EHG signals to discriminate imminent labor (< 7 days) in women with threatened preterm labor undergoing tocolytic therapy, using both EHG-burst and whole EHG window analyses, by calculating temporal, spectral, and non-linear parameters. Only two non-linear EHG-burst parameters and four whole EHG window analysis parameters were able to distinguish the women who delivered < 7 days from the others, showing that EHG can provide relevant information on the approach of labor, even in women with threatened preterm labor under the effects of tocolytic therapy. The whole EHG window outperformed the EHG-burst analysis and is seen as a step forward in the development of real-time EHG systems able to predict imminent labor in clinical praxis.
Introduction
Premature births are defined as childbirths occurring prior to week 37 of gestation and constitute a leading cause of neonatal mortality and morbidity, cognitive impairments, and cardiovascular system complications, while up to 40% of the survivors develop chronic lung disease [12, 27] . In the developed countries, preterm birth rates, the major cause of mortality excluding congenital malformations [18] , are about 12% of total births [12] and seem to be on the rise [11] . These situations entail a high cost for families and health systems. Studies carried out in the USA have found that preterm births can cost five times more than term labor deliveries [27] .
Different methods have traditionally been used to diagnose preterm labor, some based on the measurement of cervical length, dilatation, and consistency of the cervix, such as the Bishop score [8] . However, all these techniques are limited when it comes to predicting preterm labor [8, 20] . A better method of diagnosing imminent labor is thus needed for women with threatened preterm labor (TPL) to minimize unnecessary hospitalizations, reduce healthcare costs, and improve maternal and fetal wellbeing [4] .
Uterine contractility is monitored during pregnancy to evaluate the threat of preterm labor, the most commonly used technique being external tocodynamometry (TOCO) [13] . However, TOCO is not free of disadvantages, such as the required re-positioning; its effectiveness depends on the subjectivity of the clinician and it does not provide any information on the efficiency of uterine contractions, which is essential information for detecting true preterm labor [16] . An alternative method of monitoring and analyzing uterine contractility is by external measurement of the uterine electrical activity [13] . This non-invasive technique, also called electrohysterography (EHG), records the electrical activity associated with the contraction of the myometrial cells of the uterus (EHG-bursts) [9, 13] . Studies in the literature report that EHG characteristics are Bdynamic^and change throughout pregnancy [3, 5] . At early gestational ages, the uterine electrical activity is scarce and poorly coordinated; however, as labor approaches, it becomes more and more intense and synchronized [5, 9] . Several studies have focused on using EHG parameters to distinguish Btrue^from Bfalse^labor contractions in term and preterm pregnancies in EHG recordings carried out during routine checkups, without administering drugs to the mothers [6, 24, 29, 30] . However, the applicability of this technique in clinical practice is still unclear, since tocolytic agents are usually given at the first signs of TPL, thus impairing the uterine myoelectrical activity. Few studies have been conducted on TPL mothers under the influence of tocolytic agents [29] or have analyzed EHG parameters (linear and non-linear) capable of predicting the labor horizon in this common clinical situation. Furthermore, the factors that could limit the clinical application of EHG include the entangled acquisition systems ordinarily used in the research field, which are unviable in clinical practice, and the need to identify the EHG-bursts, which is in opposition to the need for simplified protocols and automated segmentation processes in clinical environments. In this regard, almost all the studies in this field focus on the analysis of EHG-bursts [10, 21, 24] . The EHG-burst segmentation process largely depends on the experts' subjective opinion and is time consuming [6] , making this type of analysis unsuitable for real-time diagnostic systems. Some authors have proposed whole EHG window analysis [7] , which greatly simplifies the segmentation process and could constitute a practical alternative for real-time applications, and so more attractive to clinicians. However, although these types of analysis have been the subject of several studies, none have compared the capacity of both methods to predict imminent labor.
In this context, in order to bring EHG one step closer to clinical praxis, the aim of the present work was to study the feasibility of using linear and non-linear EHG parameters to predict whether delivery will occur in more or less than 7 days in TPL mothers in different stages of tocolytic treatment and using a simplified EHG recording system. To do this, the results of conventional EHG-burst analysis were compared with those from whole EHG window analysis.
Materials and methods

Data acquisition
The study involved 88 EHG recording sessions of between 30 and 60 min on 51 patients with singleton pregnancies. All the recordings were carried out at the BHospital Universitario y Politécnico La Fe^, in Valencia. The hospital's Institutional Review Board approved the study, which complied with the Declaration of Helsinki. All the patients were informed of the nature of the study and the recording protocol and signed a written informed consent form. The hospitalized subjects were between 25 and 36 weeks of pregnancy and showed symptoms of preterm labor such as cervical effacement or regular uterine dynamics, which meant that most of the recordings (91%) were carried out under the effect of tocolytic drugs.
The patients were followed up until the end of their labor. Those who presented risk of preterm labor but finally did not initiate labor spontaneously were excluded. The following obstetric data was collected: gestational age, previous gestations, abortions, parity, cervical length, and whether the EHG recording was performed without, during, or after tocolytic treatment. When more than one recording could be made on the same subject, they were always done in different tocolytic therapy condition. Table 1 shows the patients' relevant obstetrical data. Additional obstetrical information is given in the histograms in Fig. 1 .
In order to determine the accuracy of EHG parameters in identifying threatened preterm women under tocolytic treatment who would give birth in less than 7 days, the evolution of different EHG parameters was analyzed at different stages. The recordings were divided into four groups according to time-to-delivery (TTD). G1 was made up of the women who gave birth in less than 7 days after the recording session, G2 of those who gave birth between 7 and 14 days, and G3 and G4 of women who delivered between 14 and 30 days, and more than 30 days after recording, respectively. To determine the ability of EHG parameters to distinguish between patients who gave birth in more or less than 7 days, an extra group G5 was considered, formed by all the patients who delivered in more than 7 days (G2 + G3 + G4) after the recording. Figure 2 shows a graph of the distribution of all the registers included in the different groups and the time to delivery associated with each group.
Before each recording session, an abrasive paste (Nuprep, Weaver and Company, USA) was used to prepare the abdominal surface and reduce skin-electrode impedance. The EHG signal was captured by two disposable monopolar Ag/AgCl electrodes (red dot 2560, 3 M, USA) positioned symmetrical to the median axis on the supraumbilical zone at an interelectrode distance of 8 cm. Another two disposable electrodes were placed on each hip as reference and ground electrodes. This configuration was chosen to simplify the acquisition protocol and allowed simultaneous clinical recordings with other medical devices, such as TOCO and ultrasound. Figure 3 shows the configuration of the disposable electrodes together with TOCO and ultrasound for fetal heart rate monitoring.
The signals picked up by the electrodes were conditioned by two custom-made amplifiers, which provide a 2059 V/V gain in the band 0.1 to 150 Hz. After amplification, the signals were digitalized with a 24 bit ADC at 500 Hz. Further information on this wireless signal recording module, developed ad hoc by this group, can be found in the original paper [34] . From these two monopolar electrodes, a bipolar signal was obtained as the difference between M1 and M2, where M1 and M2 are the monopolar signals registered by the two disposable electrodes. The TOCO signal was simultaneously acquired using a Corometrics 170 from (GE Medical Systems, USA) and transmitted to the PC at a sampling frequency of 4 Hz.
Data analysis
The EHG signals were digitally filtered in the 0.1 to 4 Hz range, in which most of their spectral content is distributed [24] , by a fifth order Butterworth bandpass digital filter and resampled at 20 Hz.
Both the classical EHG-burst and whole EHG windows were analyzed. The EHG-bursts were manually segmented by the following criteria: significant amplitude and frequency changes regarding the basal tone with durations greater than 40 s, and absence of motion artifacts and respiratory interference [29] . A total of 338 analyzable EHG-bursts were obtained. For the whole EHG window analysis, only segments of patient motion artifacts or fetal movements were detected by visual inspection and discarded (≈ 2824 min of analyzable EHG records). The signals were divided into 120 s analysis windows with 50% overlap in order to include representative sections of the recording at a reasonable computational cost. Preliminary studies were performed to determine the optimal window length for the whole EHG window analysis, working out parameters in 1, 2, 5, and 10 min durations. The best discriminatory results (≤ 7 days vs. > 7 days) were obtained for window lengths of 2 and 5 min. The former was selected since it required a significantly smaller computation time and a greater number of analyzable EHG segments. Figure 4a includes a diagram of the method used to calculate the EHG parameters for the EHG-burst analysis, while the procedure used to obtain the same EHG parameters in the whole EHG window analysis is given in Fig. 4b .
A set of 8 temporal, spectral (obtained from Welch periodogram in 0.34-4 Hz), and non-linear parameters (which measure time series complexity) were calculated for both analyses: peak to peak amplitude of the EHG signals (App), median frequency (MF), dominant frequency (DF), sample entropy (length of repeated templates: 2, tolerance:0.15) [33] , spectral entropy [36] , time reversibility [15] , multistate Lempel-Ziv index [2, 36] (including 6 states), and binary Lempel-Ziv index [2, 36] .We also computed mean frequency, H/L ratio, Teager operator, and RMS for the temporal and spectral parameters [28] , which gave similar or worse results for predicting imminent labor (G1 vs. G5) than those obtained from App, MF, and DF. Only the results of the last three parameters are given here. For the non-linear parameters, sample and spectral entropy measure the complexity of a finite time series in the time and spectral domains, respectively, and provide higher values for more Bchaotic^signals [6, 33] . The time reversibility estimates Bhow similar^a time series looks when viewed in forward or reverse time [15] . The Lempel-Ziv indexes evaluate signal complexity by counting the number of different patterns in a time series [2, 36] . The Lempel-Ziv multistate approach was included to evaluate high frequency and low amplitude signal components [2] . After obtaining the EHG parameters from each EHG-burst and/or each analysis window, the median values of the EHG parameters were worked out for each recording session.
The Kruskal-Wallis with Bonferroni correction test (α = 0.05) was applied to each parameter to find any significant differences between the different groups (G1, G2, G3, G4) for both EHG-burst analysis and whole EHG window analysis. The Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney test was used to compare G1 and G5. A post hoc power analysis of each parameter from EHG-Burst and whole EHG window analysis was also carried out to assess the clinical significance of differentiating between G1 and G5. Figure 5 shows 1000 s of EHG bipolar recordings of TPL women from the four groups considered: G1, G2, G3, and G4, which represent less than 7 days, 7 to 14 days, 14 to 30, and more than 30 days from the EHG recording to delivery, respectively. Several high amplitude EHG-bursts (≈ 250-300 μV) can be clearly identified in the EHG recording of the G1 patient. The EHG-burst amplitude can be seen to fall with TTD: G2 (≈ 170 μV), G3 (≈ 150 μV), and G4 (≈ 100 μV). Tables 2 and 3 show the mean and standard deviation of the values of the parameters obtained from the EHG recordings for the EHG-burst analysis and the whole EHG window analysis, respectively. For the sake of clarity, in Fig. 6 , the median values of each parameter for both analyses are given in relation to TTD. It also shows the significant differences between the different groups in both analyses, represented by black and white dots in the upper part of each graph. Significant differences between patients who delivered in less than 7 days (G1) and those who delivered in more (G5) are also indicated in the lower part of the graphs (blue braces).
Results
For the temporal and spectral parameters, the amplitude values (App) can be seen to rise as labor approaches in Fig.  6 , this being more evident in EHG-burst analysis than in whole EHG window analysis. Despite this, significant differences were only obtained for G1 vs. G4 (EHG-burst analysis) and for G3 vs. G4 (whole EHG window analysis). No clear tendency can be seen for MF (see Fig. 6 ) in either of these analyses. Significant differences were only obtained when comparing G3 vs. G4 in the whole EHG window and the EHG-burst analysis. The DF tended to fall from G4 to G1 in EHG-burst analysis but without any significant difference, whereas in the whole EHG window analysis, it showed an upward trend with significant statistical differences between G4 and G1, see Fig. 6 ). However, no significant differences were found in either analysis between women who delivered in less than 7 days and those who gave birth in more than 7 days.
Regarding the non-linear parameters, as can be seen in Fig.  6 , sample entropy (SampEntr) presents almost no changes as labor approaches, except for a significant drop from G4 to G3. Again, no significant differences were found between groups G1 and G5. However, spectral entropy (SpEntr) dropped sharply and proved to be remarkably accurate at separating the different groups: G1 vs. G4 and G3 vs. G4 for EHGburst analysis and for the whole EHG window analysis. In the whole EHG window analysis, this parameter found significant differences and a post hoc power of 93.2% when Fig. 4 Diagram of the methodology employed to obtain EHG parameters for both types of analysis performed, EHG-burst analysis (a) and whole EHG window analysis (b). V i are the analysis windows for the whole EHG windows analysis with a fixed duration of 120 s differentiating between G1 vs. G5. These are encouraging results, since they provide useful information on detecting labor onset in TPL women receiving tocolytic therapies. It should be noted that spectral entropy had not been used previously to characterize EHG changes throughout gestation.
On the other hand, in Fig. 6 , in the whole EHG window analysis, time reversibility seems to increase in the groups close to labor, showing significant statistical differences between G4 and G2. Significant differences were also found when comparing G1 and G5. However, this parameter presented a post hoc power of 5.4%, probably due to the high variability in its values. Finally, regardless of the status number (binary or multistate), the Lempel-Ziv (LZ) indexes showed a similar trend to spectral entropy, decreasing as labor approaches in both the EHG-burst and whole EHG window analysis. Similar results were obtained when comparing the different groups in the two analyses, and statistically significant differences were obtained for both when comparing G1 vs. G4, G2 vs. G4 (for whole EHG window analysis only), G3 vs. G4, and G1 vs. G5. LZ-Bin and LZ-Multi showed a post hoc power of up to 90% in both analyses when differentiating between G1 and G5.
In short, despite the fact that the amplitude and spectral parameters showed changing trends throughout gestation, they could not clearly discriminate between the groups in either the EHG-burst or whole EHG window analysis. Furthermore, neither the signal amplitude nor the spectral parameter showed a statistically significant difference between G1 and G5. On the other hand, the non-linear parameters showed a clear trend as labor approached (except for SampEntr), especially when applying the whole EHG window analysis. In order to separate TPL women who delivered in less than 7 days from those who did not, statistically significant differences were found in 2 non-linear parameters in the EHG-burst analysis (LZ-Bin and LZ-Multi) and 4 non-linear parameters in the whole EHG window analysis (SpEntr, Time Rev., LZ-Bin and LZ-Multi), respectively. The post hoc power analysis indicated that LZ-Bin and LZ-Multi were able to discriminate between G1 and G5 in both analyses, while SpEntr could do so in the whole EHG window analysis.
Discussion
Predicting imminent labor in TPL patients is still a major challenge in clinical praxis. Electrohysterography has been shown to provide more accurate information on labor onset than the current clinical techniques. However, most of the studies carried out so far have been in the course of regular check-ups on women who were not close to labor, not under the effects of tocolytic therapies, and usually by means of complex acquisition protocols designed for research only. On the other hand, the present study assessed the possibility of using EHG recordings from TPL patients under normal clinical conditions by means of a simplified acquisition protocol. The EHG signals were mainly taken either from TPL women undergoing tocolytic therapies (30) or after tocolytic treatment (51), and only 7 from women prior to being given tocolytics, since recordings were mostly done while the subjects were hospitalized, but not in emergency rooms. Although more than one recording session was obtained from some subjects, they were taken in different situations (without, under, and post tocolytic therapy). The temporal, spectral, and non-linear parameters computed from both EHG-burst and whole EHG window analyses were calculated to characterize the EHG.
EHG temporal parameters as labor approaches
The present results show that both the EHG-burst and whole EHG window amplitudes rise as labor approaches. However, a significant difference was only obtained in the G3 vs. G4 whole EHG window analysis and in the G1 vs. G4 EHG-burst analysis. To some extent, this could be due to the differences in the gestational age of these groups (Table 1) , as the higher gestational age, the higher the EHG amplitude. No significant differences were obtained between the patients who delivered in more or less than 7 days, either in the EHG-burst or whole EHG window analysis. These results thus suggest that the amplitude-related parameters are not reliable indicators of the proximity of delivery, which agrees with those of other authors who found that the classical contraction parameters such as duration, amplitude and RMS, and intensity were not able to differentiate between preterm and term delivery groups [17] . On the other hand, other studies have found significant differences in RMS values between deliveries in more or less than 14 days for whole EHG window analysis [26] , although the differences could be mainly due to the different bandwidth used by these authors (1-1500 Hz) and may not be attributable to EHG activity. They also computed the RMS value only for EHG-burst signals and considered a different time to delivery (TTD < 14 vs. TTD > 14). It should be remembered that other factors related to the acquisition protocol and skin preparation can also affect EHG signal amplitude values, making this parameter by itself unreliable for imminent labor prediction.
EHG spectral parameters as labor approaches
Some authors have found that spectral content shifts towards higher frequencies when delivery approaches [5, 29] . One of Fig. 6 Evolution of median values of EHG parameters according to their time to delivery; EHG-burst parameters are shown in gray and whole EHG window analysis in dark lines. '○' means statistical significant difference (p < 0.05) were obtained for the parameter in the EHG-burst analysis and '•' represents statistically significant differences when parameters are worked out in the whole EHG window analysis. Blue braces indicate significant differences between G5 (TTD > 7) and G1 (TTD < 7) and the black ones indicate significant differences between the rest of the groups the most studied and useful uterine EMG measurements for predicting preterm labor is dominant (or peak) frequency, which is higher in women who deliver prematurely [20, 24] . Lemancewicz et al. found that the dominant frequency for whole EHG window analysis, estimated within the frequency range 0.24-4 Hz, could be used for differentiating patients who delivered within 7 days from those delivered after 7 days [19] . Other studies suggest that the median frequency could be used to discriminate term from preterm labor, for both whole EHG window analysis [6] and the EHG-burst analysis [17] . No statistically significant differences were found in our results for either the frequency peak or median frequency for distinguishing the G1 vs. G5 group (labor in less than 7 days vs. more than 7 days), which could be due to several factors. Firstly, previous studies have shown that the spectral content shifts towards higher frequencies 24 h before delivery in term and 4 days before in preterm patients [22] , while in our database, 7 of the 14 recordings included in the < 7 day TTD group were between 4 and 7 days before delivery. Indeed, studies on the evolution of EHG spectral parameters vs. TTD that use broad time horizons (several weeks before delivery) found a clearly non-linear evolution. A shift towards lower frequency content was found 10 days before delivery in preterm patients [22] , while other studies noted higher signal energy in the ranges [0.3-0.9] Hz and [1.2-1.5] Hz between 6 and 8.5 weeks before labor, which then dropped again about 4.5 to 5.5 weeks before labor and a further final rise 0.5 to 1 week before delivery in term labor patients [23] . Secondly, almost all the EHG recordings (≈ 91%) in the present work were taken from patients who received tocolytic treatment, which we consider could be responsible for the disagreement with previous studies, since drugs such as Nifedipine have been shown to affect EHG signal amplitude and spectral content, giving smaller amplitude signals and a significantly lower PSD peak frequency [31] . These issues could also explain why the G3 MF was found to be significantly smaller than G4 (for EHG-burst and whole EHG window analysis), the former being closer to labor and with a higher gestational age.
EHG non-linear parameters as labor approaches
The literature on SampEn reports controversial results: some authors found a downward trend when labor is close when calculated in the range [0. Hz for whole EHG window analysis [6] , while other studies report that no significant differences were obtained in sample entropy between preterm and term records in EHG-burst analysis [17] , and Vrhovec et al. found a non-linear trend throughout pregnancy [32] . However, in the present work, SampEn did not show any remarkable trend or significant difference associated with imminent labor (< 7 days). These opposing results could be related to different factors, such as different recording protocols, conditions and analysis bandwidths, or the inclusion criteria of the signal segments analyzed. In the present study, EHG segments with evidences of motion artifacts or respiratory interference were discarded as they could have affected the nonlinear parameters. SampEn has in fact been shown to be sensitive to motion artifacts, sampling frequency, length of embedded vectors (m), and tolerance (r) [1, 6, 35] . Furthermore, the presence of large amplitude fluctuations and spikes typical of EHG signals may also affect the estimated sample entropy more than signal regularity. Mischi et al. recently proposed a modification of the original distance metrics to limit this effect [25] . The results on predicting preterm delivery show that the modified metric outperforms the standard definitions of SampEn. However, the results predicting imminent labor (< 7 days) agree with those obtained in the present study, with poor discrimination of the standard and modified definition of SampEn [25] .
For the Lempel-Ziv index, Lemancewicz found significantly higher values in the range [0. Hz for the < 7 day TTD group vs. > 7 day TTD group [19] , while our results show Lempel-Ziv to be in the [0. [1] [2] [3] [4] Hz range and that it tends to fall as labor approaches in both the EHG-burst and whole EHG window analyses, which indicates that the EHG signal becomes more regular and deterministic. The disagreement with Lemancewicz's results could be due to specific computing factors, such as different bandwidth, the size of the analysis window, and/or others related to the inclusion or exclusion criteria of the EHG signal segments affected by motion artifacts or respiratory interference. However, it should be noted that the LZ parameters were the ones that presented significant differences in most TTD groups (regardless of gestational age differences) in the present study. The post hoc power analysis revealed that both LZ-Bin and LZ-Multi are reliable parameters for determining imminent labor in both types of analysis carried out, and therefore could potentially be used for designing preterm labor prediction systems.
Other authors found that the time reversibility parameter increases as labor approaches in term patients recorded during regular check-ups, reaching an AUC of 0.99 to distinguish labor contractions [15] . The same trends for both types of analysis were found in the present study, although significant differences were obtained for TTD < 7 day group against TTD > 7 day group were only obtained for whole EHG window analysis. However, our results reveal high variability in the time reversibility values, which result in a low post hoc power value (5.4%) and make it an unreliable parameter for predicting imminent labor in TPL women receiving tocolytic therapies. Neither did Mischi et al.'s recent study find that this parameter performed well in predicting imminent labor or preterm deliveries.
As far as know, the spectral entropy parameter has not been computed in EHG signals before, although it has been used to evaluate the organization of the spectral content in EEG signals picked up from patients under anesthesia [14] . In the present study, this parameter shows a downward trend as labor approaches, giving rise to a promising result, especially in the whole EHG window analysis, in identifying patients who will give birth in less than 7 days with a post hoc power analysis of up to 90%.
EHG-burst or whole EHG window analysis
In general, whole EHG window can be said to outperform EHG-burst analysis in terms of distinguishing (statically significant differences of EHG parameters) recordings from the different TTD groups. The results of the whole EHG window analysis showed that, except for SampEn, all the non-linear parameters studied presented statistically significant differences in distinguishing women who delivered before or after 7 days, while the EHG-burst analysis only presented statistically significant differences for the binary and multistate LZ parameters. This indicates that the complexity parameters in whole EHG window analysis could be applied to patients under normal clinical conditions and could lead to a promising tool for predicting labor in under 7 days. All the results obtained show that the whole EHG window analysis is not only able to track the evolution of EHG as labor approaches, but may provide better performance than EHG-burst analysis in predicting whether TPL patients will deliver in more or less than 7 days. These are remarkable results, since the whole EHG window analysis entails a much simpler segmentation process than the traditional EHG-burst analysis, which is usually tedious, subjective, and offline. The use of an automatic classifier able to discard patient motion artifacts, fetal movements, and respiratory interference in combination with a whole EHG window analysis system would facilitate the use of EHG techniques in clinical practice.
Conclusions
This paper analyzes the feasibility of the EHG to identify TPL patients who give birth in less than 7 days from those with longer delivery times under normal clinical conditions by calculating linear and non-linear parameters computed from both EHG-bursts and whole EHG window analyses. Although some temporal and spectral parameters showed a tendency to rise as labor approached in both the EHG-burst and whole EHG window analyses, the complexity parameters performed better in distinguishing between the different time-to-delivery groups. In the EHG-burst analysis, two non-linear parameters (LZ-Bin and LZ-Multi) showed significant differences (p < 0.05) between the < 7 day vs. > 7 day groups, as did four non-linear parameters in the whole EHG window analysis (SpEntr, time reversibility, LZ-Bin, and LZ-Multi). This indicates that whole EHG window analysis could be applied to predicting preterm deliveries under normal clinical conditions and give better performance than the classical EHG-burst analysis. Since this method does not require EHG-burst annotation, it could be used to develop a real-time EHG-based preterm labor prediction system together with an automatic detector of mother and fetal motion artifact and respiration interference, and thus facilitate the transfer of the EHG technique to clinical praxis.
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